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Truth Telling 
Sunday, March 17, 2024  12:00 pm 

1. Why should you always tell the truth, tell it like it is, tell it as you see it, as messengers of the 

great Divine life force? I will tell you why, but I think you already know. This world is based on 

the ego’s projections and perceptions. None of it is true. None of it meets the standard of truth 

and meets the mark. None of it. None of it is 100% true, 100% of the time. None of it. Quit 

trying to find truth where there is none. 

2. The world and all of its inhabitants reflect an artificial reality with only shreds of truth here 

and there. Only shreds. Don’t waste your valuable time looking for truth in the world. Look at 

yourSelf. Look at the Christ within. Look at the God within. Look at your soul, not your 

character, not your mind, not your ego and its perceptions and projections. Your soul will tell 

you the truth 100% of the time, at the 100% level. 

3. Let your soul or the God within show you what is true and what is not true yet. Truth is like a 

cake. It has to be baked to perfection. But truth is not as simple as baking a cake at 350 for 17 

minutes. Truth in this artificial reality takes lifetimes of really difficult hard knocks and 

extremely difficult situations. But in the end, look at what happened with your character. It 

ended up with a soul of God in the driver’s seat. It ended up with the truth front and center. 

4. Since you are Christ now, you are the truth now. Speak from that place. Speak from your 

heart, with love and without fear. 

5. In Christ, 

Jesus 

End Time: 12:19 pm 
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Truth Telling in Practice 
Sunday, March 17, 2024  12:35 pm 

1. Say, ‘I see you as you are’. ‘I hear what you are telling me’. ‘I know that this event or situation 

is hard for you’. ‘I love you and am here when you want to talk’. ‘I will listen and sometime or 

oftentimes, talking can be healing’. 

2. What is really transpiring when you are the trusted listener? You are providing an opportunity 

to gain understanding. How? By silently infusing love into this pain-filled situation. The love 

from you, from your soul, will go directly toward their soul. That’s where the comfort and 

support will really come from. You will be fanning a tiny spark and helping it to turn into a small 

flame that will one day have the power of a forest fire – one of truth and love that will assist 

the character who stands before you to have the clarity and wisdom that the expansive and 

fiery soul can provide. 

3. Don’t lie and say things like, ‘it will get better’ because maybe it will, but maybe it won’t. You 

don’t know how much the involved soul can provide because you don’t know the resistance 

level of the character vehicle. In this world, it is the character’s ego that has the last say and can 

delay surrender indefinitely. 

4. Know that what people tell you is in fact their reality and the reality of this world as a whole, 

as splintered and fractured as it is. Respect that, but know that Christ, as you, can help on a 

much deeper level too. Christ works on the surface and inside. Christ is a miracle worker, 

leading to changes in perception from mind to heart. 

5. In Christ, 

Mother Mary 

End Time: 12:55 pm 
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Truth Telling at all Costs 
Saturday, March 23, 2024  8:05 am 

1. It may not make you popular around town or around internet chat rooms, but telling the 

truth, whether it’s gently or bluntly, is part and parcel with living as Christ. None of you will be 

given your own TV show where you will be expected to smile and politely dance around topics. 

Christ just can’t do that because Christ is invested in truth telling at all costs, even if it may 

offend someone or stop a relationship dead in it tracks. 

2. Christ does not ever intend to upset someone or cause offense, but Christ knows that these 

reactions are likely to happen with some or many egos. Christ is not the loudest voice in the 

room, but if he or she is asked for a response that comes from a place of knowing (not a 

reaction or opinion that comes from speculation), then Christ will and must provide it. There 

may be souls who want to have their characters hear the truth for the first time or the millionth 

time. Save your dancing for the nightclub and don’t be afraid to be the voice of reason, 

consequences be damned. Don’t dance around the truth because God’s viewpoints will not be 

clearly understood. The ego’s viewpoint will not be challenged and no progress will be made. 

3. Christ only loves and love does not always come in the form of soft spreadable butter. 

Sometimes, love is hard and tough. Don’t be afraid to get in the trenches with love. What will 

love have you say about any of the tough issues of the day? It may not be popular, but it will 

help listeners’ souls to grow. 

4. I can be serious from time to time. This one is straight from my heart to yours. 

5. In Christ, 

St. Germain 

End Time: 8:30 am 

 
 


